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Hitachi Maxell (6810, JP)
Exchange: Tokyo Stock Exchange 1
Sector: Electric Parts
Market Cap: JPY118.0 billion
P/B: 1.0x (3/17 act)

Highlight

Recommendation: Outperform
Share Price: JPY2,213 (6/6/2017)
Target Price: JPY2,984
P/E: 23.4x (8/17 CE)
Div. Yield: 1.6% (3/17 CE)

METRICAL maintains ‘Outperform’ and raises target price to from JPY2,826 to
JPY2,984. Maxell increases its profitability, improving its business portfolio
for a few years. OP margin incrementally rose from 3.3% for FY03/2015 to
4.7% for FY03/2016 and 5.6% for FY03/2017 and expected to rise to 6.0%
for FY03/2018 (E) by METRICAL forecast (5.7% by Company guidance), while
sales are likely to remain standstill. Automotive 3 products such as TPMS use
battery, car camera lenses and car LED headlamp lenses are expected to
continue expanding. The cash flows generated from such growth products will
lower its valuation such as EV/EBITDA and Sum-Of-the-Parts value. The soft
sales expectation keeps eyes of investors off the shares but should be focused
on its change of business portfolio, which should accelerate improving
profitability to 6.8% for FY03/2019 (E) and 7.4% for FT03/2020 (E) in OPM
after restructuring of legacy business such as magnetic tapes.

Business Description
Hitachi Maxell was established in 1961 and has expanded its business from
battery and magnetic tape of its core products since founded. Maxell has once
become a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd. in 2010 and went to public
again, relisted in Tokyo Stock Exchange in 2014 after strengthening its
business to shift to B to B from B to C (see 2 pie charts on the left). The current
business is divided to 3 segments of Energy, Industrial Material and Electronic
Appliance/Consumer Product. Sales and OP by business segment are shown 2
bar charts on the left.
Energy
Energy segment consists mainly of lithium-ion rechargeable batteries for
mainly smartphones, micro batteries and other battery products. Of microbatteries, heat-resistant coin-type lithium manganese dioxide batteries are a
growth driver used for tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS). Sale and OP
of this segment accounts 26% and 27% for FY03/2017.
Industrial Material
Industrial Material consists of 2 growth products that support automotive
technology as high-precision lens units for car camera and LED car headlamp
lenses. Other products include Adhesive tape used for packing, protection, and
building, and is also combined with new functions for use in the
semiconductor manufacturing process and in electronics, and Magnetic tape.
Sale and OP of this segment accounts 32% and 39% for FY03/2017.
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Electronic Appliance/Consumer Product
Electronic Appliance and Consumer Product sells small electrical equipment,
accessories and recording media and dry batteries for consumer market.
Projectors and Beauty care appliances have been driving earnings of the
segment. Projectors are provided to companies and educational institutions.
Sale and OP of this segment accounts 42% and 34% for FY03/2017.

Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
Maxell is shifting from B to C to B to B, but each segment is comprised of
mixed portfolio of growth and legacy products. 2 bar charts on the left show
sales of growth and legacy products for FY03/2015 and FY03/2017
respectively. Of growth products, heat-resistant coin-type lithium micro
battery is expanding, as an increasing number of countries legislate a law for
equipping TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) in a car. TPMS battery
market in the world is expected to grow 11% per annum from 150 million
units for 2015 to 219 million units for 2020. Car camera lenses are expected
to benefit from ADAS (Advanced Driving Assistant System) that will replace
from car view camera to car ‘sensing’ camera. For instance, more than 10
lenses are used for sensing camera in high-end car models. Car camera (view
camera + sensing camera) is expected to increase from 16% per annum from
65 million units for 2014 to 160 million units for 2020. LED car headlamp
lenses are also growing on increasing demand of low electricity consumption
lights in addition to ‘Daytime Running Light’ legislated in Europe and U.S. The
number of cars equipped LED car headlamp lenses are expected to grow 5%
for 2014 to more than 20% for 2020 in worldwide. Projectors have grown,
focusing on high-end market for mainly education institutions. Beauty Care
appliances maintain upbeat due to growing sale to foreign visitors as well as
increasing demand of health and beauty conscious of consumers. Conversely,
Lithium-Ion Battery for smartphone has grown slower in line with soft growth
of smartphone devices. Magnetic Tape has declined due to substitution by
newer technology. Consumer Appliances such as audio accessory and dry
battery have deteriorated profitability due to commodity products.
Competitive Positioning
Competitive Positioning is analyzed each growth and legacy products in 5
Forces.
Growth Products
Micro Battery for TPMS
Buyers (Low risk): Maxell as a top manufacturer has close relationship with
global 5 major TPMS makers through joint development, having normally
long-term contract for its product shipment. Going forward increasing
number of countries are likely to require TPMS in automobiles by law. China
will schedule to legislate it in 2019.
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Suppliers (Low risk): Maxell as a top manufacturer has close relationship with
suppliers globally for its plant in Ono, Japan. Commodity prices are currently
relatively stable.
Competition (Low risk): Due to limited number of heat-resistant coin-type
lithium micro battery and market expansion, competition is moderate.
Competitors are Panasonic and Sony.
New Entry (Low risk): Mainly due to technology barrier that requires stable
quality under -40 degrees Celsius to +125 degrees C, new entrance is limited.
Substitution (Middle risk): Maxell keeps developing technology, providing
battery for direct attached on tire type TPMS module that enables it to linkage
with ABS system. TPMS is likely to advance in line with safe driving
technology, although ‘indirect’ type TPMS would be a threat for ‘direct’ type
makers such as Maxell. But direct type TPMS will be applied to sensing of road
surface in future.
Car camera lenses
Buyers (Low risk): Maxell as one of WW 3 manufacturer has close
relationship with car camera makers on reliable high quality of products.
Sensing camera requires far higher quality in wide range, resolution, heat
resistance and water repellency.
Suppliers (Low risk): Maxell as a top manufacturer has close relationship with
suppliers globally for its plant in Japan and Malaysia. Relatively stable
commodity prices are benefit to the company.
Competition (Middle risk): Due to its high technology, competition would be
limited. Plastic lenses are lower cost, but while sensing camera lenses are
expanding, they require increasingly higher specification of aspheric hybrid
lenses made of glass and plastic. However, the number of manufacturers is
relatively large.
New Entry (Middle risk): Due to its high technology mentioned above, threat
of new entry would be limited in particularly high-end camera lenses.
Substitution (Low-Middle risk): Due to cost of production, substitution risk by
plastic lenses is likely in future. However, demand of high-specified lenses for
sensing camera, glass/plastic hybrid lenses would be advantageous for the
time being.
LED car headlamp lenses
Buyers (Low risk): Maxell as a top manufacturer has close relationship with
car LED light makers such as Koito on reliable high quality of products.
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Suppliers (Low risk): Maxell as a top manufacturer has close relationship with
suppliers globally for its plants in Japan, China and Malaysia. Relatively stable
commodity prices are benefit to the company.
Competition (Low risk): Due to limited number of LED makers, competition
would be limited. Maxell has high advantages of establishing production line
from metal mold to fine processing to finished products.
New Entry (Low risk): Due to its high technology and established production
system, threat of new entry would be marginal.
Substitution (Low risk): As the leading company of LED headlamp lenses, its
technology is highly advanced, as LED headlamp lenses are leading in Japan to
any other region in the world. LED headlamp lenses equipped in Japanese cars
are approximately 40% compared with 10% in worldwide as of 2016. Due to
its technology and cost of production, substitution risk is low.
Projectors
Buyers (Middle risk): Maxell uses niche market strategy, focusing on high-end
projectors for schools and large size theater or convention centers, and selling
globally, in particular China and Asia of increasing demand market. However,
due to soft economy in China the sale has hit the peak in FY03/2016.
Suppliers (Middle-High risk): Maxell has close relationship with suppliers
globally. However, Kumamoto quake in April 2016 suspended shipment of
image sensor to projectors makers, as only supplier Sony provides sensor.
Projectors have been slower shipment for 1H of FY03/2017.
Competition (Middle risk): Seiko Epson is a strong competitor, covering all
categories of projectors, whereas Maxell focuses on high-end market. Highend market is expanding but volume market is decreasing. This is a tailwind
for the company. But the competition is likely to be intense, as overall market
is less likely to grow (+2% per annum from 2014 to 2017).
New Entry (Middle risk): Due to its high specification, such as high brightness,
threat of new entry into high-end market would be relatively lower than
volume market. However high technology of Maxell, competitors are likely to
enter into high-end market from soft growth of volume market.
Substitution (Middle risk): Currently there would be some risk of substitution
of projector, as newly advanced technology improves its function such as
projection mapping. Maxell continues developing next generation projector
and applies to its technology to other area such as Head up display.
Beauty Care Appliance
Buyers (Low risk): Maxell as one of the largest makers in Japan providing the
consumer products to develop customer need backed by higher consciousness
of beauty and health care.
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Suppliers (Low risk): Maxell as a top manufacturer has close relationship with
suppliers in Japan. Relatively stable commodity prices are benefit to the
company.
Competition (Low-Middle risk): Reliable brand of ‘Hitachi’ is advantage for
the company. Another top brand of ‘Panasonic’ is also strong. But due to
developing value added on high specification, the company’s products are
supported by consumers.
New Entry (Low risk): Due to nature of luxury goods that are used by
touching his/her own body directly, reliable brand is highly advantageous in
Japan.
Substitution (Low-Middle risk): Due to nature of consumer goods,
substitution risk by innovation is less likely slower than industrial goods. It
would take some time to spread reputation of a technology for beauty care
among consumers.
Legacy Products
Lithium-Ion Battery for smartphone
Buyers (High risk): Its major customer is one of the largest smartphone
makers and the order comes average 2 month in advance of shipment based
on weekly forecast. The large change in quantity of order in particularly for
new-models is a big risk for the company. Maxell has implemented its fixed
cost reduction for 3Q of FY03/2015 and tries to reduce its dependence on
shipping to smartphone that is approximately 50%. Maxell heavily relied on
smartphone use but the degree of dependence has been decreasing year by
year and the Lithium-Ion battery is increasing to video game-use that requires
safety as many users are children from 4Q of FY03/2017.
Suppliers (Low risk): Maxell as a large manufacturer has close relationship
with suppliers globally for its plant in Kyoto and China. Relatively stable
commodity prices are benefit to the company.
Competition (High risk): Maxell mainly ship the Korean company mainly
square-type battery that is used for volume-zone. Hence, the company’s
products are more likely to come under downward pressure on prices than
smartphones rather than laminated type battery for high-end devices. In case
of appreciation of JPY rates, its profitability is deteriorating.
New Entry (Mid-High risk): Due to its commodity type of products mentioned
above, threat of new entry is likely.
Substitution (High risk): In line with technology development and shifting to
high-specified devices, laminated battery is replaced from square-type battery.
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Magnetic Tape
Buyers (High risk): In line with decrease of demand as well as market size,
bargaining power of buyers is increasing, as consumer market has already
decreased.
Suppliers (Low-Middle risk): Magnetic tape was Maxell’s core business in 70s
and 80s, but due to declining production volume, it would be more difficult to
maintain procurement at lower cost.
Competition (Middle risk): Despite limited number of magnetic makers,
competition has not been eased and Maxell finally decided to leave the market.
Fuji Film would have survivorship benefit.
New Entry (Low risk): Due to declined market, no one enters into the market.
Substitution (High risk): Information storage point of view, magnetic tape has
some advantages but has been already replaced to newer technology.
Consumer Goods
Buyers (High risk): Due to commodity nature of products, the prices come
under downward pressure.
Suppliers (Mid-High risk): Maxell is selling the consumer goods as EMS.
Current depreciation of JPY would deteriorate its profitability of imports into
Japan.
Competition (High risk): Maxell finally decided to focus more on high-end
products, and plans to improve close to break-even in 2H of FY03/2017.
Optical disk benefits from decline market as a survivor.
New Entry (High risk): Due to its commodity type of products mentioned
above, threat of new entry is very likely.
Substitution (High risk): The products are matured and declining volume. In
line with technology development, production cost of newer products is
getting lower on the increase of volume.

Investment Summary
Business Outlook
METRICAL expects OP margin to increase to hit over 6% for FY03/2018 (E)
led by continuous improvement of its business portfolio after almost
completion of restructuring of legacy products. In mid-term view, the
earnings are expected to accelerate on solid growth of automotive 3 products
such as TPM battery, Car camera lenses and LED car headlamp lenses, while
Projectors comes under pressure on price competition and Beauty care
appliances softens after rapid growth for past a few years (see more detail
below ‘Business Outlook’ and tables in Appendix).
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Competitive Positioning and Risks
Hitachi Maxell’s competitive positioning should be examined each product
basis as its business portfolio is mixed by growth and legacy products. Growth
products are mostly expected low-to-mid risk based on its high technology
and reliable quality of products. For instance, TPMS battery, Car camera
lenses and LED car headlamp lenses require stable quality on safety driving
technology. Consumers buying Beauty care appliances also want to buy
reliable brand and quality as they use them touching their body directly.
Conversely, legacy products are in high risk. They are reliable on declining
market and many of them have been mostly replaced by newer technology.
Maxell undertaken cost reduction of Lithium-ion battery for smartphone in
2015 and Consumer goods like audio accessory and dry battery in 2016, and
finally will implement restructure of Magnetic tape in 2016. Overall business
portfolio is getting stronger and will be seen different picture in near future.
Valuation
METRICAL tries to assess valuation, analyzing each business value in 3
business segment and net cash. The Sum-of-the-Parts value (SOTP NAV) is
estimated JPY2,984 a share for FY03/2018 (E) and JPY3,262 a share for
FY03/2020 (E). Even though excluding long-term investment and land, SOTP
NAV for FY03/18 (E) is JPY2,413 and JPY2,691 for FY03/2020 (E), both of
which also support comparing with closing price of JPY2,213 as of June 6th
2017.
Financial Stability
Maxell has strong balance sheet and positive net cash and net working capital
backed by stable free cash flow. As strengthening business portfolio through
restructure, profitability and ROE will move higher soon. In fact, OP margin
increased higher than 5% in 3Q for the first time since relisting in 2014, and
operating cash flow has already expanded for 03/2016. Continuous increasing
profit margin and cash flows will strengthen its balance sheet. (see cash flow
statement on Appendix).

Business Outlook
FY03/2017 Result
Total sale was down 13.5% YoY to JPY135,116 million, but OP was up 3.6%
YoY to JPY7,567 million, RP up 10.3% YoY to JPY7,387 million and NP rose on
extraordinary gain from land sale 45.6% YoY to JPY5,724 million. Negative
effect by stronger JP rates from USD/JPY=108 from USD/JPY=120 a year ago
as well as Kumamoto quake put downward pressure on the earnings for the
previous year, but growth of automotive use camera lenses, LED headlamp
lenses and TPMS battery pushed the profits higher.
Full Year FY03/2018 Outlook by Company
Maxell posted outlook for full year FY03/2018. Sale is expected to increase
3.6% YoY to JPY140,000 million, OP up 5.7% YoY to JPY8,000 million and NP
down 12.6% YoY to JPY5,000 respectively.
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Dividend will remain flat at JPY18 a share for semiannually (annually JPY36 a
share).
Full Year FY03/2018 by METRICAL
METRICAL expects sale to slightly miss but profits are in line with the
company guidance led by continuously solid growth of automotive 3 growth
products. Sale is expected to be flat -0.4% YoY to JPY134,521 million, OP
increase 6.3% YoY to JPY8,047 million and RP up 8.9% YoY to JPY8,048
million and NP up 27.7% YoY to JPY5,020 respectively (see tables below of By
Products Analysis and financial statements in Appendix).
Mid-term Projection FY03/2020 by METRICAL
METRICAL expects growth products to maintain solid expansion for
FY03/2020, as TPMS, Car sensing camera and LED car headlamp lenses are
very likely to keep strong demand (see bar chart on the left). These products
are also expected to maintain profit margins due to the strong competitive
position. On the other hand, legacy products are expected to decrease sale
(see bar chart on the left). Assuming currency rate such as USD/JPY staying at
current rate, weaker JPY is expected to help Lithium-Ion battery for
smartphones positively, but import of consumer goods such as AV accessory
are affected negatively. Lithium-Ion battery for smartphone continues
decreasing but another demand to video-game are increasing right now and
this raises profits temporarily. Also, dry battery that is Maxell’s core products
since its foundation would need further solution to pick up the profit margin,
although the earnings are projected to recover to break-even for FY03/2017.

Valuation
Maxell share price has been staying at discount all the time since I issued Buy
recommendation in September 2015. The background of undervalued price
would be due to some difficulty to find a true picture of the company by only a
glance at the income statement, as total sale has stayed around JPY140 billion
since relisted in 2014 and OP margin has pulled lower by losing money of
legacy business. However, the game has been changed and the future growth
looks much clearer. OPM recovered incrementally and drastic solution would
be finally implemented on Magnetic Tape for FY03/2017. Somehow issue on
all 3-legacy products have been implemented and the losses would no longer
affect its overall earnings significantly and going forward growth products
will accelerate the earnings going forward. In this point, the share price
should positively appreciate and move higher to its real value.
Sum-of-the Parts Value
Sum-of-the-Parts (SOTP) value is business value of each business segment
that is normalized EBIT, EBITDA and FCF from FY03/2014 to FY03/2018(E)
by multiples, added to net cash and long-term investment securities and land.
SOTP value for FY03/2018(E) is estimated to be JPY2,984 a share (25%
discount of closing price of June 6th 2017). SOTP value for FY03/2020(E) is
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estimated to be JPY3,262 a share (32% discount of closing price of June 6th
2017), as shown table below. Even though subtracting LT investment and land,
the NAV is JPY2,413 for FY03/2018 (E) and JPY2,691 a share for FY03/2020
(E). The share price as of June 6th 2017 is lower than both values above.
Additionally, net cash is expected to be JPY996 a share for FY03/2017 (E) and
JPY1,101 a share for FY03/2020 (E). If Maxell uses cash on hand for future
growth successfully, the earnings and value will move further higher.
Coincidentally, Maxell posted acquisition of imaging business from Renesas
Semiconductor Package & Test Solutions Co., Ltd. This is included in Maxell’s
Industrial Material business segment and is hoped to boost the business.

EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA for FY03/2018(E) is estimated to be 6.2x and will decline to 4.4x
for FY03/2020 (E). Adjusted EV/EBITDA that includes long-term investment
and land will go down to 2.8x for FY03/2017(E) and 1.7x for FY03/2020 (E).

Financial Analysis
As shown key financial ratios in table below and financial statements
summary in Appendix, Maxell has strong balance sheet, as net cash and net
working capital are positive backed by relatively stable free cash flow over
years. On the other hand, profitability is not high enough. Lower ROE is
caused by lower financial leverage and in particular lower profit margin.
Moreover, OP margin has not increased sufficiently, but Operating Cash flow
generated JPY12 billion for 03/2017 and is expected to maintain solid going
forward (see cash flow statement on Appendix).
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Investment Risks
Global economic downturn (Likely, Middle Risk)
In case of global recession, the business will be soft as the earnings slowed for
2H of FY03/2016 due to decline in business confidence led by China’s
economy. Projectors suffered from the slowdown temporarily at that time, but
in mid-term view 3 growth products are expected to continue expanding in
automotive area, as ADAS and safety driving technology will be accelerating.
Softened market of smartphone (Likely, Low-Middle Risk)
Lithium-ion battery for smartphone is decelerating. Currently the earnings are
under break-even and further drastic solution is required, as the product is
used for low-to-middle zone devices. However, the company has tried to
decrease dependence on smartphone and diversify to other usage such as
video-games.
Strong JPY rate (Likely, Low-Middle Risk)
Currency risk is mostly on export to Lithium-ion battery for smartphone. But
the sale is getting smaller by 10%-20% per annum and the impact will be
smaller year-by-year. Additional cost-reduction in this product would be
inevitable soon in any case.
Ownership of Hitachi (likely, Low-Middle Risk)
Hitachi Ltd. reduced its ownership from 20.52% to 14.76% but will maintain
co-working of basic research on future technologies with Maxell and will hold
contract of producing appliances for Hitachi brand. Maxell share price has
once tumbled just after the news released that Hitachi sold its ownership in
March 2017. Maxell is likely to remove Hitachi from its company name in
October but will keep alliance with Hitachi in each case of business
partnership going forward. This would help the company more focus on its
shareholders other than former parent company.

Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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Appendix
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This report is for information purpose only and is based on current public information that we
consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied
on as such. Although we seek to update our research as appropriate, the contents may be different
from the most recent fact as the report is published at irregular intervals as appropriate. This research
is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such
an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into
account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The
price and value of investments referred to in this research and the income from them may fluctuate.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss
of original capital may occur. The author of this report is not in relation of serious conflict of interest
with the reported company.
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